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RAID: ASSASSIN 
This Encounter represents an attempt on am important 
character’s life. Usually it would be a government official 
but can be anyone you desire.  

An assassin has infiltrated the character’s private quarters 
and strikes in the dead of night. 

OBJECTIVE: 

 The target’s objective is to thwart the 
assassination attempt and stay alive. 

 The assassin’s objective is to kill the target. 

FORCES 

 The target starts alone. 

 There is one assassin at the start. 

 The target has a random number of guards. 

TERRAIN 

 Play occurs on a 6” area. This represents the 
private quarters and can be a small building, 
room, tent or whatever you choose. Designate 
one end as the entrance to the quarters. 

DEPLOYMENT 

 The target starts inside the private quarters at the 
opposite end from the entrance. 

 The assassin starts inside the private quarters 
between the target and the entrance.   

 There are 1/2d6 guards placed outside the 
entrance of the private quarters. 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

 The Encounter takes place in the Night Day 
Part.  

 The Encounter starts with the target being 
awoken by the assassin.  

 The target is unarmed and unarmored. 

 It takes one turn of Activation for the target 
to grab a weapon. 

 The assassin is armed with a One Hand Melee 
Weapon. 

 If playing the target, determine who the assassin 
is by rolling on the Who’s Responsible Table. 

The target’s side does not know who this is 
unless the assassin is captured and interrogated. 

 Determine the assassin’s Reputation by rolling on 
the Assassin Rep Table. 

 There will be 2d6 guards available to defend the 
target.   

 1/2d6 will start the Encounter outside the 
entrance. Subtract their number from 2d6 
total.  

 As guards arrive or are killed, subtract them 
from the current total. 

 When zero is reached, there are no more 
guards to call. 

 The game begins with the target being Active and 
both sides taking an In Sight Test.  

 Both the assassin and target count concealed due 
to the low-light in the quarters. Activation will be 
rolled normally, after the first In Sight is 
resolved. 

 Guards will arrive when called for (page ##).  

 Play continues until the target is killed or all the 
assassins are disabled or driven off. 

THE GUARDS 
You can choose to use this list or roll from any other list 
you may have from the rules you choose to use. 

 

1                GUARDS 

(Read the result as rolled) 

# REP WEAPON & ARMOR 

1 3 Spear only – AC 2 

2 4 Spear only – AC 2 

3 4 Spear only – AC 4 

4 4 Spear only – AC 4 

5 4 Sword & Shield – AC 4 

6 5 Sword & Shield – AC 4 

CALLING FOR HELP 

Starting with the first turn, the target will summon help. 
Here’s how we do it: 

 This calling for help does not preclude movement 
or combat during the same activation. 

 Roll 2d6 versus the Rep of each guard outside the 
quarters and consult the Call Out the Guard 
Table. 

 Replace the guards at the entrance with 1/2d6 
more guards from the 2d6 starting total. 
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 Once all guards have answered the call there are 
no more. 

 

2           CALL OUT THE GUARD     

(Taken versus Rep) 

#D6 

PASSED 
RESULT 

2 On the way! Guard is available when next 
active. 

1 Treachery! Guard has been slain. Subtract it 
from the guards starting total. 

0 Treason! Guard has been bribed and is part of 
the Assassin’s party. Treat as an additional 
assassin, available when next active. 

ASSASSINS 
The first assassin is always AC 2 with a sword or dagger 
counting as a One-Hand Weapon. 
 

2           WHO’S RESPONSIBLE  

(Add the scores together) 

2D6 ASSASSIN IS: 

2 Wererat. The underground Brotherhood has 
targeted you for political reasons. 

3 Same Race. Choose a neighboring state at random. 

4 Same Race. Choose a neighboring state at random. 

5 Same Race. Choose a neighboring state at random. 

6 Same Race. The assassin works for an internal 
enemy. 

7 Same Race. The assassin works for an internal 
enemy. 

8 Same Race. The assassin works for an internal 
enemy. 

9 Same Race. The assassin works for an internal 
enemy. 

10 Wererat. The underground Brotherhood has 
targeted you for political reasons. 

11 Vampire. A local Vampire Lord is attempting to 
spread its domain at your expense.    

12 Cult. A local Cult is attempting to increase its 
power at your expense.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2               ASSASSIN REP     

(Add the scores together) 

# ASSASSIN REPUTATION IS: 

2 Two levels higher than the Rep of the target. 

3 Two levels higher than the Rep of the target. 

4 One level higher than the Rep of the target. 

5 One level higher than the Rep of the target. 

6 Same Rep as the target. 

7 Same Rep as target. 

8 Same Rep as target. 

9 One level lower than the Rep of the target. 

10 One level lower than the Rep of the target. 

11 Two levels lower than the Rep of the target. 

12 Two levels lower than the Rep of the target. 

 

 

 


